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Germany, and looks at the lived experience of the past. In its “golden age” it was a major growth field in the 1960s and 1970s among scholars, and still is well represented in history departments in Britain, Canada, France, cultural evidence, preferring topics that could be quantified (for example, family structure rather than family values) or looking to non Social history, often called the new social history, is a field of history that

...shifts, and create a dialogue between social and cultural historians. The journal emphasizes the ways the ‘social’ and ‘culture’ are mutually constitutive and that study of one enables a deeper understanding of

...as much as they were at first. Social history is often statistics based, and owes a lot to Cultural and Social History, the official peer-reviewed journal of the Social History Society (SHS), aims to address disciplinary

...present and even into the future) pertaining to a culture. Social history and cultural history are two ways of doing history that became popular during the later 20th century, and are still used today, although not

...interpretations of historical experience. It examines the records and narrative descriptions of past matter, encompassing the continuum of events (occurring in succession and leading from the past to the

...Cultural history combines the approaches of anthropology and history to look at popular cultural traditions and cultural
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